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USE OF CONTROÍ,TED THERMONUCLEAR
REACTOR FUSION POT'TER TOR. THE PROÐUCTTON

OF SYTTHETIC METHANOL FUEL FROM AIR
ANÐ TfATER

by

Meyer St,einberg and Vi Duong Dang

Abstract

Methanol synthesis from carbon dioxide, water and
nuclear fusion enêrgy is extensively investigaÈed in the
present study. The entire system is analyzed from thepoint of view of process design and economic evaluation
of various processes. --The rnain potent,ial advant,age of a
fusion reactor (CTR) for this purpose is thaÈ it pro-
vides a large source of iow cost, environmentally ãccept-
able electric por¡rer based on an abundant fuer source.
carbon diox:Lde is obtained by extraction from the atmo-
sphere or from sea water. Hydrogen is obtained by
electrolysis of water. Ictethanol is synthesizea by the
catalytic reaction of carbon dioxide and hydrogen.
The water electrolysis and methanor synthesis units
are considered to be technically and commerciarly avair-
abre. The benefit of using air or sea water as a source
of carbon dioxide is to provide an essentiarly unlimited
renewable and environmentarly acceptable soo"ã" of hydro-
carbon fuel. Extraction of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere also allows a high degree of freedom in plant
siting.

fhe significant contribution of the present studyis the evaluation of various methods of separation of
carbon dioxide from air or sea water. Eight different
methods of ext,raction of carbon dioxide from air are
analyzed. They are (1) absorption and stripping of
air by water at atmospheric pressure, (21 absorption
and stripping of air by water at, atmospheric pressure
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\^,ith a cooling tovúer as part of the absorption unit,
(3) absorption and stripping of air by water at higher
pressure, 20 atm, (4) absorption and stripping of
air by methanol at 20 atm and -8OoF, (5) removal
of water vapor by adsorption on molecular sieves and
subsequent extraction of carbon dioxide by refrigeration,
(6) removal of water vapor by compression refrigeration
and subsequent extraction of carbon dioxide by refrigera-
tion, (7) absorption and stripping of air by a dilute
aqueous potassium carbonate solution, and (B) removal
of water vapor by adsorption on molecular sieves and
adsorption,/desorption of carbon dioxide from dry air
by molecular sieves. A method of stripping of carbon
dioxide from sea water is also presented. In order to
compare these newly developed methods for CO2 separat,ion
with other conventional non-fossil sources of carbon
dioxide" the calcination of limestone is also examined.

It is found that the most economical process of
obtaining carbon dioxide is from stripping of sea water.
f'or the extraction of carbon dioxide from air, the process
of absorption/stripping of air by dilute potassium car-
bonate solution is found to be the most economical. The
total energy required for methanol synthesis from these
sources of carbon dioxide is 3.90 kwh(e),/1b methanol of
which 9t/" is used for generation of hydrogen. The
process which consumes the greatest amount of energy is
the absorption,/st.ripping of air by water at high pressure
and amounts to 13.2 kwh(el/tø methanol.

Using nuclear fusion power plants of 1000 M¡r(e) to
9000 t"ft(e), it is found that the cost of methanol using
the extraction of carbon dioxide from air with dilute
potassium carbonate solut.ion is estimated to be in the
range between $1.73 and $2.9O,/MMBTU (energy equivalent)
for plant capacities of 2Lr400 to 193,00O bbllday metha-
nol. This methanol cost is competitive with gasoline in
the range of 19 * 33 cents/Eallon. For the process of
stripping of carbon dioxide from sea water, the cost is
found to lie in the range of $1.65 to $2.71,/MMBfU (energy
equivalent) for plant capacities of 2L,70O to 195,000
bbI,/day methanol which is competitive with gasoline in
the range of 18 - 3O cents/galLon.

Projection of methanol demand in the year 2O2O is
presented based on both its conventional use as chemicals
and as a liquid fuel substituting for oil and gas.
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USE OF CONTROT.T,ED THERMONUCLE.AR
REACTOR FUSION PO$IER FOR THE PRODUCTTON

OF SYNTHETTC METTÍANOL FUEL FROM ATR
AND WATER

by
Meyer Steinberg and Vi Duong Dang

Brookhaven National lraboratory
Upton, New York LL97g

T. Introduction

After 20 years of research specifically aimed at achiev-

ing controlled fusion, coupled with concomitant technological

developments in that field, in convenÈional nuclear reactors

and in space science; it is believed that fusion power will be

in practical use in the near future.(1'2) with the continued

development of plasma confinement, the remaining significant

problem of plasma behavior in reactor regimes of temperature

and density will soon be sorved. The scientific, technical and

si-ze iimitations of present-day fusion experiments preclude any

of them from simurtaneousry achieving arl three of the plasma

parameters (temperature, density and confinement time) required

for a fusion reactor with trarge and more complex facilities.

A controlled thermonuclear reactor can produce several

forms of energy of use to the chemical industry. These include

thermal. electrical, ultra-violet and high energy radiation.

Thermal energy can be used for NO formation from air, partial

oxidation of methane to acetylene, decomposition of water, coal



gasification, direct reduction of iron ores, ammoni" =yrrtf,"=i=,

manufacture of titanium dioxide, etc. Electrical energy can be

used for hydrogen and synthetic fuels, oxygen separation from air,

metal refining, the chlor-alkali industry acetylene manufacture

via arc process and ozone preparation. Radiation energy can be

used for nitrogen fixation, carbon dioxide decomposition, ozone

synthesis and water decomposition. Detailed discussions of the

application of controlled thermonuclear reactor to chemical tech-

nology can be foúnd in references 3 and 4.

There are several advantages of using fusion energy as a

future energy 
"o.=".. 

(t) rt is virtually an inexhaustible energy

source because the fuels are of negligible cost (compared to

fossil fuels) and are universally available. It does not gener-

ate a large environmental impact and it is silent. These allow

it to be built in urban areas where fossil fuel stations would be

unacceptable. Compared to fission and its hazards-radioactive

fission products and critical safety requirements, fusion is

inherently much safer. $ihile conventional (non-breeding) nuclear

po$rer rvill no doubt have an important role in electric power

generation, it is only used as an interim source, in the same

sense that oil and eventually coal are necessarily interim

sources. The main competitive power source to controlled thermo-

nuclear reactors is the nuclear fission breeder reactor.
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Liquid hydrocarbon fuels have become an important part

of the energy economy. These fuels have the advantages of being

readily stored, transported and utirized in engines. The ability
of utilizLng nuclear po$rer to form synthetic liquid hydrocarbon

fuels from non-fossil fuel sources would provide distinct environ-

mental advantages and add a new dimension to nuclear power. The

synthesis of methanol using only crR energy, atmosphere and

water comes closest to simulating the solar energy photosynthetic

fuel cycle. The carbon fixed from the atmosphere to methanol is
returned to the atrnosphere by combustion. Dqe to the low intensity

of solar energy, the photosynthesis process is inefficient, time

consurning and someti¡nes unreliabre. The cTR can provide large

quantities of environmentally acceptable power for the fixations

of carbon as methanol.

Methanol was commercially available from wood distilla-

tion before i923. (5) Ät present methanol is manufactured by syn-

thesis from hydrogen and carbon monoxide containing small amounts

of carbon dioxide at, medium pressure or low pressure. rt can

also be manufactured from hydrogen and carbon dioxide.(6'7)

some recent developments on methanor technorogy and economics

are given in reference 8. Synthesis of methanol from carbon

dioxide and hydrogen coupled with fusion energy from controlred

thermonuclear reactors has some special compelling advantages.
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Vüith sufficient energy supply from controlled thermonuclear

reactors, one can obtain hydrogen from electrOlysis of water and

carbon dioxide by separation from air or sea water. The economic

advantage of the separation of carbon dioxide from the air is Èhat

the concentration of carbon dioxide in the air is fairly "on=t"rrt(9)
and air is readily available at no cost a1l over the earth. The

total quantity of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to support a

synthetic fuel industry is essentially an unlimited supply and

when taken in conjunction with the cornbustion cycle is a renewable

resource. The heat content of methanol is 6.OO x 104 Btu,/gal which

is about half the value of gasoline (L.Lz x 105 Btu,/gal) and no

major changes are needed f:or. the automobile engine if petroleum
t a5J

is replaced by methanol for liquid fuel. ''

The other advantages of using fusion energy to make metha-

nol are: (1) eliminate the hazards of deep coal mining, (2) elimi-

nate the ecological problems of strip mining, (3) eliminate the

sulfur and trace element pollution problems due to burning fossil

fuels , (4) a CO, balance can be kept in the atmosphere avoiding

any possible greenhouse effect, (5) plants will no longer be

restricted to sites close to large deposits of fossil fuel, and

(6) eliminate transporting oi}, off-shore drilling and refinery

construction.

The objectives of the present paper are to study the

technology, economics and energy requirements of methanol
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synthesis from carbon dioxide, hydrogen and energy output rro*
controlled thermonuclear reactor (crR). with the high energy

output from CTR and the known technology of electrolysis of water,

one can readily obtain hydrogen from water. The process of
methanol synthesis wilr be described in the next section. The

major emphasis of the present paper is on various technorogi.es

of separation of carbon dioxide fronr the atmosphere and sea

waÈer and their economic as¡lects. comparative study of separa-

tion of carbon dioxide from limestone is arso investigated.

Cornparison of various methods are then obtained by their economic

feasibility. A projeetion of the requirement of rnethanol in the

year 2020 is also presented.

II . Overall Process of I'tethanol Svnthesis

The thermodynamics of the reaction between carbon dioxide

and hydrogen to form methanol can be found in the literatut., (u)

In the catalytic converter, carbon dioxide is converted to metha-

nor by trrro possible reactions. The first one is in reference g,

page 58.

co, (s) + 3s2 (9) I cnron (81 + nro (s) (1)

with heat of reaction AHorgg = -L2,826 ca!/g-mole and equilibrium

E



oconstants Kp 2gg =

for Kpo indicates

reaction involves

2.10 x 1o-1, rpo.oo = 3.34 x 10-6.

temperature in degree Kelvin.) The

a two-step reaction

(Subscript

second

co, (s) + H2 (s) I co (g) + uro (9)

withheatofreactionAHrrr=t9838 cal/g-moleandequilibrium

constants Kpo2g' = I x 10-5, Kpo6o0 = J. 64 x LO'z and

cO + 
',, 

i CII3OII (3)

with heat of reaction AHorgB = -2L664 cal,/g-mole and Kpo =29A
¿-^-4

3 .44 x I0+, Kpoeoo = L.2L x 10-*.

Whether the actual reaction is one step or two steps,

there is no sufficient experimental data to make a definite

statement. The equilibrium constant Kpo for the overall reac-

tion seems to decrease with temperature. On the other hand,

pressure has a favorable effect on conversion. In either reac-

tion schemes, the kinetics of methanol synthesis from a mixture

of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide is rather complicated.

The rate of reaction in methanol synthesis depends on

many factors, among them temperature, pressure, and composition

of the inlet gas mixture. The more important consideration is

the catalytic heterogeneous reactions and the selectivity of

catalysts for minimizing side reactions. The dominating steps

are the adsorptions of carbon dioxide and hydrogen on the

(2)
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catalytic surface and the desorptJ-on of methanol from ttr" ".t"-
lytic surface. Natta(10) developed a formula for the reaction

rate for methanol synthesis as follows.

2of"of", - ferron/KP

(A+Bfco+cf*, *of 
""ror)

where f is partial. fugacity of rear gas in reaction mixture,

ArBrC and D are functions of the activity of the catalyst and

vary with temperature. Formula (4') gives better agreement with

experimental- result,s, as well as results in plant operations,

than other proposed formulas. The kinetic expression for ¡nethanol

synthesis from cor.or co feedstock is 
"i*iI"..(5) Therefore, Eq.

(4) can be used for methanol synthesis from carbon dioxide and

hydrogen. With the thermodynamic equilibrium data and the rate

of methanol formation determined, it is possible to design a

fuLi size methanol plant so far as maierial baiance is concerned.

According to reaction (f) for methanol format,ion, -LZrg26

callg-mole of heat is evorved for the synthesis. hrith the heat

capacity equation given by Kobe and Long, 
(1r) 

one can obtain the

heat of reaction for reaction (1) to be -lO2O5 eaL/gaL-mole

(exothermic) at 623ox. For better heat transfer in the catalysts,

the quench type reactor of catalyst beds may be more suitable.

A heat balance may be worked out with the knowledge of the

thermodynamic values.

(4)
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The key to methanol synthesis is the catalyst. Catalysts

may be composed of zinc oxide plus chromium oxide, zinc oxide

alone, and copper or copper oxide, or of all three elements,

usually in the form of oxides. If methanol is formed by the

reactions of carbon monoxide and hydrogen as proposed by the

second kind of reaction above, catalysts for this specific kind

of reaction shoutd be used. The activity of straight zinc oxide-

chromic oxide catalysts without other metal oxides show a minimum

activity at a composition of about ,n73 arZ, et temperatures of

35ooc and above or of about 2n63"t37 at or below 35ooc.(12¡ The

pr.essure used in these processes range between 50 and 500 atm.

The recent low pressure synthesis process of Imperial Chemical

rndustri"" (B' p '47) operating at 750 psi (50 atm) used copper

oxide catalyst.s which \^rere studied before in early 1930.(13)

The copper based catalysts promoted by zinc oxide and chromic

oxide (for example, C.49 ,nn3 atg, 
"t5O 

Zt40 Big, 
"oUO 

,n36 
"rg,

and Cu* ZnrU Cxn\ have high selectivity and high initial activity.

The only drawback is that the copper based catalyst is sensitive

to temperatures above ¡O0oc and very sensitive to sulfur, therefore,

it should be operated at temperature below 3OOoC and the sulfur con-

tent of the inlet gas should be maintained much below the level used

with the zhnc oxide-chromic oxide catalysts. Most ne\^, capacity

methanol synthesis plants being built are based on the low pressure

IcI type process because of the abilit,y to produce high purity

synthesis gas.

-8-



The electrolytic proeess produces high-purity hydrogen

and consists in passing direct current through an aqueous solution

of alkali; deconposing the wat,er according to the following

equation:

2H2O (Ll - ZHr(øl + O, (S) AH = +136 Kcal

The theoretical decomposition voltage for this el-ectrol.ysis is

1.23 votts at room temperature; hgwever, because of svervoltage

of oxygen on the anode and also cell resistance itself, voltages

of 2.O to 2.25 volts are usually required. A typical commercial

electrolyzex uses a 15% NaOH electrolyte solution, with an iron

cathode and a nickel-plated-iron anode, has an asbestos diaphragm

separating the electrode compartments, and operates at tempera-

tures frorn 6O to 7OoC. The gas is about gg.7% pure and is suit-

able even for hydrogenation for edible oils. fhere are two types

of cells: the bipolar and unipolar types. The unipolar cells

may be open or closed tanks.

Process technology of the extraction of carbon dioxide

from'the atrnosphere is not available from the literatures and there-

fore emphasis on methods of carbon dioxide separation unit is

analyzed and will be presented in more detail below.

IIÏ . Processes for Extraction and Recoverv of CO

Atmosphere and Sea Water

Concentration of carbon dioxide

about 0.036% by volume. The subl-imation

in the atmosphere is

temperature of carbon

9



dioxide is l9¿ox at atmospheric pressure and is the second 
"o*pounO

with the highest boiling point in the air (water vapor has the

highest boiling point) . 
, Since air is available at no cost every-

where on the earth, it is a very desirable raw material for the

sources of carbon dioxide for methanol synthesis. Several methods

can be used for separation of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

These are: (1) absorption of carbon dioxide in water at atmospheric

pressure and then stripped the carbon dioxide from the carbonated

solution, (21 use of cooling tower which is necessary for removal

of waste heat from the controlled thermonuclear reactor power

plant as part of the aUsorption,/stripping system like method I

above, (3) absorption and stripping of earbon dioxide from the

air by water at high pressure, (4, absorption and stripping of

carbon dioxide from the air by methanol at high pressure and low

temperature, (5) removal of water vapor from the air by absorption

on molecular sieves and separation of carbon dioxide from the dry

air by refrigeration, (6) removal of water vapor from the air by

compression refrigeration and separation of carbon dioxide from

dry air by refrigeration, (7) absorption and stripping of carbon

dioxide from the air by KZCO, solution, and (8) separation of

water vapor and carbon dioxide from air by adsorption,/desorption

on molecular sieves. Ãnother alrundant source of CO, is from sea

water so a method of separation of carbon dioxide from sea water

10



is analyzed. Ðescriptions and design calculations for each process

are given below.

I. absorptionlgtrippinq of carbon Dioxide from
Atmosphe.{e ¡s*v VÍater. at Atmospheric pressure

Absorption of carbon dioxide in r¡rater is of some indus-

triar importance, particularry in ammonia synthesis. The use of
water as an absorbent of,fers several advantages as cornpared, for

example, to monoethanola¡nine solutions: (1) inexpensive readily

avairable solvent, (2\ carbon dioxide can be stripped out from the

solution with less energy, (3) simpler plant design, (4) no heat

loadr' (5) water not reactive with cos, and other possible t,race

constituents.

Energy supply for the methanol synthesis process is
from the fusion energy of controrled themonuelear reactor. .A,

conceptual flow design of the metal-steam po\^rer conversion system

is shown in Fig. r.(2'48ì The Tokamak reactor is of toroidar

shape. The first wall is coored by liquid lithium frowing in

the blanket segments, which run parallel to the toroidal magnetic

fierd and have a radial thickness of I meter. Tritium is bred

by neutron absorption in the lithium. A typical breeding ratio
is 1.3, giving a doubring time of about a month. A set of tubes

installed j-n the lithium blanket utilizes the heat generated in

the blanket to boil metal which generates porirer in a metal vapor

turbine. The turbine metal exhaust condenses in a metal-condenser-

steam-boiler which generates steam for a conventional steam cycIe.

-11 -



Of the I0O0 megawatts from the blanket, 564 MfiI of electrical

po\^rer is produced at 56.4 percent ef f iciency, and the useful

electrical power output is 518 Mf.I.

A flow'diagram of methanol synthesis from carbon

dioxide, hydrogen and nuclear energy is shown in Fig. 2, Carbon

dioxi.de is obtained frorn the absorption,/stripping of air by

water at atmospheric pressure. Hydrogen is generated by elec-

trolysis of water. Both hydrogen generation and methanol s!¡n-

thesis have been discussed before. Design calculation of extrac-

tion of carbon dioxide from air by absorption and stripping towers

is presented in more detail below.

. It i¡ found by preliminary calculations that the

unit capital investment (Ç/bbL/dayl of the Co, separation unit

decreases with the increase of CO, production rate. Therefore,

one would tike to build a large Co, separation unit so that the

unit capital investment will decrease. However, engineering and

structural difficulty will prevent the sLze of the tower over a

certain limit. For exaqrple, the diameter of the absorption tower

is estimated about 1275 ft in order to get lO5 Lb/hr Co. produced.
¿

This dimension of the tower is about 3 times larger than the

present conventional cooling towers. Based on this engineering

and economic reasoning, 104 Lb/hr CO, is used as the design

separation unit.

L2



The following conditions are set for the design

calculations:

(1) Absorption efficiency of ca¡bon dioxide by water

is 95/"¡ water flow rate in the towers is 2t/o moxe than minimum

Iiquid flow rate.

(21 Concentration of CO, in inlet air is 0.036% by

volume and concentration of co, in inlet water stream is practi-

cally zexo.

(3) Tower packed with L L/2 inch, wet-packeA intalox

saddles and t,ower is operated at. 6t/" of ftooding velocity.

(4) OperaÈing at atmospheric pressure anO ISoC. Liguid

vapor solubility eguilibrium relationship at lsoC is y = 1200 x

where x, y are the mole fractions of carbon dioxide in the liquid
and gas phases respectivel.y.

The rate of, air flow at both ends of the tower is
the same, so that it is convenient to find the exit air compo-

sition by using mola1 ratio as follows: y - 3.6: x 10-4/O.99964
o

-Ã= 1.601-x 10 - mole COr/moLe CO, free air. At the dilute end of

the tower, for 95 percent absorption, Yl = 0.05 x 3.6O1 x 1O-4

=].8x10'-y.

Since both the operating and equilibrium lines

are almost straight, the minimum water rate corresponds to

13



A
equitibrium at the rich end of the tower is (*o)*-* = 3.6 x LO'/

1200 = Q.¡ x tO-6 mole of. Cor/mole of Co, free water. I^fith these

known mole fractions, the actual slope of the operating line is

then L.44 x IO3 and the mole fraction of carbon dioxide in exit

liquid stream is 2.5 x IO-7. The \dater and air flow rates are

L.64 * tolo ilb/hr and 1.83 x lo7 ilb/hr respectively. The design

calculations here take into account of dissolution of N, ànd OZ

in water. Therefore, the concentrations of nitrogen, oxygen and

carbon dioxide in the liquid phase are 5.89 x 10-4g-moLe/L,

-L -53.21 x 10 -g-moLe//. and L.67 x lO -g.r.oLe/L respectively so the

concentration of carbon dioxide in water is higher than that in

air relative to the corresponding concentrations of nitrogen and

oxygen in water. By ffasning out N, -na O, from water before

flowing into the stripperr one can get higher concentration of

COZ from the stripper. The number of Èransf,er unit can be cal-

culated tro*(15)

x -x_oI
*(x -x) L̂N

N=
OL

(5)

wtrere (x -x) ¿n
(6)
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*o" is the number of transfer unit in terms of logarithmic con-

centration driving force. From the above values of xo, *1,

*Ol, i" determined to be 17 .

The absorption of carbon dioxide in wat,er has been

shown to be almost entirery liquid-firm controlred, presumably

because of the relatively low sorubility of carbon dioxide.

The height of transfer unit in the tower cannot be deÈermined

before the dimensions of the tower are known.

The flooding velocity can be found by first calcu-

lating 21 where L is the water mass velocity in

terms of lb/hr f.t-, G is the air mass velocityr pn and p" are

the densities of air and water respectively. vrith 1 L/2 inch

intalox saddles for tower packing and 6tr/" of, flooding velocity,

we then have (reference 15, Fig. 37-fI)

-l

!.
G {i

^ a O.2
¡iz ¡--P.1 ¡,,' 1* \e , rFL,

= 0.00054
ed eP r,

a
where e is percentage void of packing, * i= the surface to vorume'"e
ratio, þ', is viscosity of liquid and g is gravitational constant.L'c
substituting the characteristic values for packing and physical

properties for water and air, we then get the air mass flow rale

G = 143 Lb/nr tEz ax 6ú/. of. flooding velocity. The diameter of

L43 r

the packed bed is

t5

= 403 ft.



This size is comparable to commercial dimension of cooling tower

or large storage tank.

The height of transfer unit can be obtained frcm the

empirical equation (reference 14, Eq. 6-2) and is H" = 2.83 ft.

Therefore, the total height of the tower is NO" L = 2.A3 x 17 =

48 fr.

The pres.sure drop in the tower is obtained as 2.6

La/lrnz. (16) The energy required for the co, separation unit

is to move the tiquid between the absorption and stripping towers.

The operating conditions as far as thermal energy balance is con-

cerned are as follows: both the absorption and stripping towers

are operated isothermally with the absorption tower at lower

temperature, the stripping tower at higher temperature. t;"

sensible heat supplied to raise the temperature of the rich solu-

tion from the absorber is obtained through heat exchange from

the lean solution from the stripper. The only external heat

required for the system is the low pressure steam at 22}of

extracted from the turbine of the por^ter plant to desorb carbon dio-xide

from water. The heat reguired is 2OQ Btu/lb CO2 and amounts to an

eguivalence of only 0.08 kwh(e)r/tU CurOn. Other energy reguired

is the mechanical energy to transport the air and líquid. The

mechanical energy balance for liquid transport is

22f:u L+-=uqD"c
s LZ * ¡V'Iú- 's-c

16-
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\^rhere the first term is dr:e to potentiar energy for rifting water

to the top of the absorber or stripper, the second term is due to
energy supplied by the pump or blower and the third term is due to
energy loss by friction in pipes. If we take into account the heads

and skirts of the tower, the actual height of the tower would be

r.12 times the height of the packed bed and hence Lz = 53 ft.
considering the liquid head for pumping, the suction static head

of the pump is about the same as the discharge static head since

the height of the absorption and strippíng towers is the same.

IÍence, pumping pohter for lifting liquid is practically negligibte.
Efficiency of a pump or brower is usually gæ/". rn order to trans-
port a large liquid flow rate L,6A x tO10 ]Ib/hr in a pipe and to
avoid supersonic flow, we have to use a pipe wiÈh suf,ficientry
large diameter. The friction factor for the carbon steel pipe is
0.004. The frictionar ross dtfe to water flow in a large pipe is
O.4A7 ft-lbf,/lb. To reduce pumping pohrer, plant layout simil_ar

to the one emplolred by oueont's Bel1e, west virginia plant(23)

is a good example to follow. The total energy supplied to the

pump is \ = o -4o7 ft.-lbf/Lb. since 93 pumps are used to transport
the fluid to a tower and 104 Lb/hr of co, is generated (equivalent to
o'727 x lro4 Lb/hc of methanol), the total energy reguired for extraction
of carbon dioxide is 1.0 kwh (e)/ta cH3oH. The minj-mum thermodynamic

energy reguired for co, separation from air is o.o35l kwh(e)/lb cH3oH
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so the actual energy rêquired by this process is about 28.5 times

larger than the minimum values. The process is 3.S% efficient

based on the minimum efficiency. This compares to a l0l" thermo-

dynamics efficiency for separation of oxygen from air by liqui-

faction. (3) rn the following treatment, the unit of energy

required f,ox co, separation and methanol synthesis is in terms

of kilowatt hour electricity per pound of methanol.

2. Ext.Tacf ion of Çarbon Dioxide from Air bv Absorption,/
Stfippinq with Coolinq rower as part of ttre ãUããipE-on
Ynit at Atmospheric pressure

The future electric utilities have to give more concern

to the treatment of waste heat from th'air electric Aenerating poh¡er

.plants 
because of the widespread adoption of Federal and state

thermal porlution control regurations. (17) cooling towers h,ere

usually used in the past for heat removal and were the main reason

for their construction.(18-20) A controlred thermonuclear reactor

generates 1000 megawatts electricity and will dispose of about
ô

3 x lo- Btu/hx of waste heat as can be seen in Fig. 1. A cool-

ing tower is designed to re¡nove this quantity of heat and is

used to absorb part of the carbon dioxide in water. The schematic

fLow sheet of the methanol slrnthesis plant is shoivn in Fig. 3.

Cold water of L.73 x 1OB Lb/hr from river or pond at gOoF passes

through a heat exchanger to remove 3 x 109 Btu,/hr of waste heat

from the controlled thermonuclear reactor. The exit temperature

of the water after the heat exchanger is then raísed to 9z.3or.
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The absorption,/stripping towers for carbon dioxide is the ".*"
as method (1) where carbon dioxide is absorbed in water in the

absorption tower and is desorbed from the stripping tower.

In order to determine the arnount of carbon dioxide

absorbed in the cooling tower, one has to know the dimensions of

the cooling towers. (21) with the given conditions of air and water

fLowing in the cooling tower, an induced-flow cooring tower of 22

feet tall is designed. Thirty decks of deck "4" packing are used

with 9 inch spacing. Five cells of 6 feet modules with dimen-

sions of 120 feet by 150 feet are used. Therefore, the mass

verocities of air and water are L.747 x ro3 L},/hx f.E2 and L.gz
)2

x l0- Lb/hx fto respectively. Totar pressure drop in the cooring

tower is 0.94 inch water and the brake horsepo\^¡er required for

each cell is 92.5 horsepower.

" The water and air flow rates in the cooling tower are

-^8 -_51.73 x 10- Lb/hr and 2.58 x l-o- Tb/hr respectively. Absorption

of carbon dioxide in water can be determined by penetration

ttreoro (22) which gives the mass transfer coef f,icient i-n liquid

phase. The cross sectional area of the tower is 18 x lO3 ft2

(f2O ft x 150 ft) " Then the residence t.ime of water in the tower

is t = O.Ol2 hr. The mass transfer coefficient k"

where O"Or -*ZO is the molecular diffusivity of carbon dioxide in

f't-co 
2-H2o

-"t --
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water, so kL can be calculated as 0.084 ft/\r. Now we take
ness dx of the cooling tower and make a mass balance. The

carbon dioxide increased in the bulk liguid phase is egual

amount of carbon dioxide transferred from the interface to
liguid phase. ËIence

a thick-
amount of
to the
the bulk

kl(ps - P") (a'odv) = uo" (8)

where pS, p" is the density of carbon dioxide at the interface and

the bulk liguid phase, aO is the surface to volume ratio of packing.

Tntegrate Eg. (B) with the integration limits of density of carbon

dioxide from 0 to p" and the height of the cooling tower from 0 to
22 ft. Ï¡fe can then get the total amount of CO, dissolved in water
which is 24 Lbfrlr and which corresponds to the mole fraction of
carbon dioxide in the outlet liguid phase of the cooling tower as

0.561 x 10-7

L3% of saturated value of CO, is absorbed in the cooling
tower. To maintain this CO, concentration in the liguid before
entering in the absorber, one has (1) to combine this carbonated water
from about one hundred cooling towers or (2) to install a storage
tank between the cooling tower and the absorber and operate the ab-

sorbers when sufficient carbonated water is held in the storage tank
or (3) to combine (t) and (2) efficiently to reduce the number of
cooling towers and síze of storage tank.

Following the same procuedure of rnethod (1), one can

get the outlet mode fraction of carbon dioxide in water as O.24 x 10-6.

The diameter of the packed bed is 395 ft. The number of transfer unit
and the height of each transfer unit are 11.67 and 2.62 ft respectively.
Hence the total height of the packed bed is about 30 ft. Pressure

drop in the tower is 1.3 psi. Considering the mechanical energy

loss in the unit, it is found that the energy reguired per pound of
methanol generated is 0.78 kwh(e).
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3. Absorption/Strippinq of Carbon Dioxide from the
Air bv Y\iater at Hiqh Pressure

Absorption and st,ripping of carbon dioxide from the

air by water at high pressure has the advantage of higher solu-

bility of CO, in HrO and hence increases the amount of CO, obtained

in a shorter column of packed bed. This in turn will decrease the

capital investment of the COr-separation unit. The disadvantage

is some extra energy required to compress the air. With a pohrer

recycle turbine, the energy needed to compress the air can be

recovered Eo 8ú/". An unusual power-recovery systern has been

employed at DuPont's BeIIe, lrlest Virginia Plant .{É3)

In the present system, 20 atmospheric pressure is

employed in the absorber. A schematic flow sheet is shown in Fig.

4. åir of L.B x 1O7 llb/hx is compressed to 2O atmospheres before

moving in the absorber. In the packed tower CO. is absorbed by
¿

counter current water flow of I.06 x 109 Lb/nr. The effluent

carbonated water passes through a po$rer-recovery turbine to

reclaim some of the poh,er avail-able from the pressure-reduction

of the liquid . COZ is stripped out from the stripping tower at,

¿-a rate of 10' lb/Ìr.r. vüith this material and energy balances,

methanol can be produced at 639 bbi./ðay. The diameter and

heighÈ of the packed tower are 22A ft and L7 ft respectively.

lnlall thickness of the towers is about one foot, (by stainless

steel) in order to sustain 20 atm. Pressure drop in the
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tower is 0.614 psi. Actual energy required to compress air from

1 atm to 20 atm can be recovered Bt/" by means of a turboexpander

and the use of some steam for power generation from the nuclear

reactor. The actual pohrer output from the reactor is somewhat,

smaller than the nominal value because part of the steam has been

used for generation of power for compression of inlet air. Compare

the dj-mensions of the absorption tower with the one of operating

at I atmospheric pressure in method (1). It is seen that the

size of the tower is highly reduced. The Èotal energy required

to proouce one pound of methanol is 9.66 kilowatt hour.

4. Absorption and Strippino of Carbon Dioxide from
Air bv_Methangl at lliqh Pressg¡e and Low Temperature

Absorptron and strj-ppíng of carbon dioxide by methanol

was discussed by Herbe tt.(24) The advantage of this process is

due to the high solubility of carbon dioxide in methanol at low

temperature and elevaÈed pressures and ready release from the

solvent when the pressure is reduced. Solubility data of CO, in

methanol and other solvents are given in Table t. The heat require-

ments of the process are very low because the solution is cooled

by pressure reduction in the regeneration step and the inlet gas

is refrigerated by efficient heat exchange with the outgorng

carbon dioxide free air. The disadvantages ot the process are

the complex flow scheme and the vaporizatl-on losses of the solvent.
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A flow sheet of the process is given in Fig. 5. Inlet

air enters the bottom of the absorption tower at elevated pressure,

typically 20 atmospheres. It is precooled by the carbon dioxide

free cold air stream from the absorber. Air is washed counter-

currently with methanol which is fed into the absorber at approxi-

matel-y -80of. At this operating conditíon, the mole fraction of

methanol in the exit air stream is 4.2 x 10-6. vfith an air flow

rate of 1.83 x I07 Lb/hx and the methanol fiow rate of 9.51 x 106
LLb/}:x, 10' Lb/hx of carbon digxide can be generated. tthe rich

solvent from the bottom of the absorber releases the pressure

through a por^rer recovery turbine and is stripped of the acid gas

by heating with indirect steam in a conventional stripping column,

cooled, and ¡ecycled into the top of the absorber. The diameter

and packed height of the absorption tower are 119 ft and 7 f.t.

respectively. Pressure drop through the packed bed is O.25 psi.

The total po\^,er required to compress the air and transport the

liquid, etc., is is 2.5 x LO4 kilowatts. Therefore, energy

required to synthesize one pound of methanol is 7.3I kilowat.t

hour.

5. Removal of Water Vapor fTom the Air bv Adsorption
on Molgcular Sieves and Separation of Carbon
Dioxide from the Dry Air by Refriqeration

Carbon dioxide and water vapor are the t\^to components

that have the highest normal boiling point in the air. Among
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these two compounds, water will first condense upon cooiing. In

order to separate carbon ,Jioxide from air, it is therefore neces-

sary to remove water vapor first. Adsorption of water vapor and

carbon dioxide on different molecular sieves successively to

obtain CO, was discussed before .p5' The present process coll-

centrates on the method of removing waÈer vapor by molecular

sieves and extraction of carbon dioxide from the dry air by

refrigeration.

Mo1ecular sieves have been widely used in industry for

drying and gas separation. Adsorption of water vapor on molecular

sieves have been discussed in the riteratut"" . 
( 25-27 ) ,r, ah"

present process, air passes through a bed of molecular sieves

(Linde f3X) at suitable pressure for water removal. After one

bed is saturated, it can be regenerated and air is allowed to

pass through an alternate bed. Dry air is then compressed and

cooled to condense COr. Several liquefaction cycles \^rere dis-

cussed in the past and Barrorr(6) gave a summary of t5 systems

for air liquefaction. The precooled Linde-Hampson system and the

Linde dual-pressure system have approximately the same perfor-

mance in practice. Although the Claude system has bettèr

performance than the modifications of the basic f¡inde-Ifampson

system, it. is more complex due to the addition of the expander

and therefore increases the capital investment.
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The process flow sheet for methanol synthesis using

the above CO^ separat,ion method is given in Fig. 6. Air of 2.67
¿

o
x 10ö lb,/hr at, I atm and SOof is compressed by a compressor to

200 psia before passing through the molecular sieve. Ã. lower

operating pressure may be used in the adsorption bed, but it

will increase the volume of the bed and subsequently the ca¡lita1

investment. Assuming the incoming air is saturated with water

vapor and the bed is large enough to remove all the water from

the air, a water rate of 5.34 x 106 Lb/hr can be removed.

Part of this water, L.7g x I05 Lb/lx, is used for generation of

hydrogen while the remaining part 5.16 x 106 Lt,/hx is used as

coolant in the heat exchanger of the nuclear power plant system.

Dry air is then compxessed to 25OO psig and cooled to 77oF. The

most econo¡nical way of cooling the dry air would be to pass it.

countercurrently with the unliquefied part of the air from the

expansion process in a heat exchanger. After the air passes

through the expansion valve, part of the CI), is liquefied and it

is possible to recover it for methanol synthesis. With these

operating conditions 92OO bbl,/day of methanol can be manufactured.

The energy required from CO, separation is mainly

from that of compression of air from atmospheric pressure Ëo

2OO.'psia before going into the adsorption bed of HrO removal

and that of refrigeration of carbon dioxide. The compressor
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generally operates adiabatically and the energy required to

compress air from 1 atm to 200 psia is 4 .44 kwln/lb CO2. Various

cryogenic conditions can lead to the refrigeration of carbon

dioxide from air. for example, at 4I atmospheric gauge pressure

and -23BoF, carbon dioxide can condense from the air. (49) rn

order to condense carbon.dioxide from the air by these operating

condit.ions, one can use compression refrigeration cycles with

îxeon-22 and methane as refrigerants. Freon-22 can be used as

the first refrigerant to cool air from SOog to -I45oF and methane

can be used as the second refrigerant to cool air from -145of'

to -238of. The latent heat of evaporation of methane can be

supplied by the latent heat of condensation of Freon-22. However,

this process shows an energy reguirement for separation of carbon

dioxide from air to be L7.84 kwh(e) /lb co^ which is not an eco-
¿

nomical method

In the present study, practical plant operating con-

ditions are used .Q9) Air is compressed to 25oo psi9, cooled to

-4ooF and then expanded to -27}oc through an expansion engine or

valve. Compressed air can be precooled through a heat exchanger

by the carbon dioxide free dry air before it passes through the

expansion valve. Part of the compression power can be recovered

by the expansion engine or a turboexpander. So the energy required

for the separation of carbon dioxide from dry air is mainly the
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compression power of air from 200 psia to 25OO psig. with a two

stage compressor of maximum 9ú/" efficiency, the energy required
o

to compress 2.67 x 10" Lb/hx of air is O.B1 kwh,/lb CoZ.

Energy required to compress air from 1 atm to 200 psia

is 4 .44 kwh./lb of 
"O2. 

Therefore, the total energy need'ed to pro-

duce one pound of, methanol is 7.2L kwh.

6. Remqval of WaFer Vapoq and , 9gpar.ation of C3. Þg+
Dioxide from Drv Air by Refriqeration

Carbon dioxide can be separated from air by refrigera-

tion without going through a distillation process as is done in

the separation of air. (29' 30) The present process described

here makes use of refrigeration to remove water vapor from the

air first and then extract carbon dioxide from the dry air by

refrigeration.

A schematic flow sheet of methanol synthesis by this

method i-s shown in Fig. 7. The CC, extraction unit of refrigera-

tion of dry air is similar to the one of method (5) . Water is

removed from air by passing through the refrigeration section of

the compression refrigeration cycle. Air of L.34 x 109 Lb/hx at

1 atm and SOoF is cooled to -40or after coming out of the refrig-

eration section. Under these conditions, 99.65% of the saturated

water vapor is removed. 
(31) rn order to remove this quantity of

water, 2.68 x 107 Lb/rrx, 3.33 x 105 tons of refrigerant is needed.
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Freon vapor leaving the refrigerator is compressed by the com-

pressor and is condensed in the condensation unit. Heat of conden-

sation in the condenser can be removed by the cold dry air from the

\^rater separator. Hígh pressure Freon liqr:id expands in an expan-

sion engine to Freon vapor which then passes through the refrig-

erator to remove the heat of condensation of water vapor from

the air. Freon circulation rate in the cycle is 6.a7 x 107 Lb/hr .

Condensed water is separated from the dry air in the separator.

Part of this \^rater can be used for production of hydrogen by means

of electrolysis. Energy required for production of one pound of

carbon dioxide by the water removel unit is 0.65 kwh. Combining

with 6 kwh,/lb CO, by the carbon dioxide extraction unit calcu-

lated in method (5), the total energy required for production of

one pound of methanol is g.I4 kilowatt hours.

7 . Absoåpt.ion,/S tr ippinq -o€ Carbon-Ðiqï-i-d€- :l¡prn-'qhg
Air bv K'CO, Solution at Atmospheric Lressure

Potassium carbonate solution has been studied and

used for absorption and stripping of carbon dioxide from flue gas.

Because of its slightly basic nature (pH>7), it serves as a better

solvent than water for absorption of carbon dioxide. Extensive

data \^rere reported for absorption and stripping of carbon dioxide

by hot potassium carbonate sorution at high pressure .(L4' p'137-r51)

However, in the present investigation, it is desired to study the
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absorption and stripping of carbon dioxide by dirut" poa.="irr*

carbonate solution at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.

Solubility data of carbon dioxide in potassium carbonate solution
is obtained from p..ry(16' p'11-14' 51)u'd is listed in Table L.

Design data is based on o.0r N K2co3 solution because the ratios
of sorubitities of nitrogen to oxygen to carbon dioxide in the

solut.ion is 0.13 to 0.036 to t.oo at zzoF and l atmospheríc total
pressure so more than 86% purity of carbon dioxide can be recovered.

Higher concentration of potassium carbonate solution will increase

the purity of carbon dioxide from the stripper, however the pro-
duction cosÈ of methanol also increases because a greater loss of
potassium carbonate is encountered.

The schematic frow sheet of this process is shown in
Figure 8. since more co, dissorved in the solution, the liquid
flow rate becomes 2.62 x Lo7 Lb/hx which is much ress than the

water rate of L.64 x lo10 Lb/hr in method r while aír ftow rate
is the same as r.s3 x lo7 Lb/,,x. The diameter and height of Èhe

towers aïe L22 ft and 2L f,L respectively. To save prant area one

can build the absorbers and strippers on top of each other. Total
energy required for moving the tiquid and air is about 0.4 kwh (el /lu
CH3OH. The potassium carbonate solution can also be used in con-

junction with the power plant cooling towers. Carbon dioxide can

be desorbed by hydrogen and low pressure steam which supplies the

energy for desorption of. CO, about 26O BLu/Lb.
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In operation of the stripper, carbon dioxide is

stripped off from the solution by steam and hydrogen in the bottom

of the stripper. The outlet stream from the top of the st'ripper

passes through a condenser to condense most of the steam. The

remaining steam, carbon dioxide and hydrogen then pass through

a cooler so that these gases are cooled Eo 72oi'. HeaÈ released

by the hot gases is absorbed countercurrently by aqueous carbonate

solution from the absorber. With this design, one can obt,ain

concentrated carbon dioxide and hydrogen mixture for catalytic

conversion to methanol and reduce the steå* supplied to the

stripper.

B. Removal of r{ater Vapgr from Air bv Adsorption on
Molecular Sieves and Separation of Carbon Dioxide from
Drv Air by Adsorption,/Desorption on Molgcular Sieves

In addition to their use for dehydration as described in

process 5 above, molecular sieves can also be used in an adsorption,/

desorption processes. Most of these take advantage of the fact

that the molecular sieves show a high adsorptive selectivity for

polar compounds such as COr. Carbon dioxide is very strongly

adsorbed and can be readily separated from such non-polar systems

as oxygen and nitrogen. In this process, \,{,ater vapor is first

removed from the air by adsorption on molecular seive Linde 13X,
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similar to process 5. To separate carbon dioxide from dry air,

molecular sieve Linde 5A is used.

The process flow sheet for carbon dioxide separation

and subsequent methanol synthesis is shown in Fig. 8. For com-

parison purposes, the operating conditions fox this process are

made sirnilar to those of method 5. Water saturated air at a rate

of 2.5L x 1oB ilb/hx at SooF is compressed by a two stage compressor

to 200 psia. water vapor at a rate of 5.03 x tr06 Lb/hx is adsorbed

on r,inde l3x adsorption bed and carbon dioxide of l.2z x lo5 Lb/hx

is subsequently adsorbed on Linde 5å'. There are two alternate beds

for adsorption,/desorption of water and carbon dioxide. To regen-

erate the bed of Linde 13x, one can use carbon dioxide free dry

air frorn the CO, adsorption beds to desorb water. Carbon dioxide

can be desorbed by heating the bed or by a clean process gas such

as hydrogen from the erectrolysis of water. The heat of adsorp-

tion of water and carbon dioxide on molecular sieves is ISOO etu/

lb(41) and 403 etu/ta@7) respectivery which tends to increase

the temperature of the exit air stream. The energy requirement

for the carbon dioxide separation unit is found to be 6.r kwh(e),/

Ib CH^OH mainly due to compression with por^rer recovery.J

9 . . Sgq lfater as , a Source of . C-arbqn Dioxide

The ocean has an abundance of many elements. (46)

Dissolved carbon dioxide, bicarbonate and carbonate can be used
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as a source of carbon dioxide. Although the concentrations of

carbon dioxide, bicarbonate and carbonate in sea \^rater varv with

pH, salinity, locatíon, temperature, and depth of the ocean, Ít

is estimated that the concentration of dissolved carbon dioxide

is about 1.08 x IO-5 g-moles/L which is eguívalent to 2.64 x
-a,10-* cc CO.,/cc liguid sea water at a ehloride content of L9 gm/Xg¿-

sea water and pH = 8.3. The dissolved oxygen and nitrogen at

these conditions and 25oC are 4.95 x 10 and 8.96 x I0'cc/cc

sea water respectively. (50) Considering the Co. content in non-ion
¿

paired bicarbonates and carbonates, one can estimate the total concen-
_ttration of carbon dioxide in sea water as 0.215 x 10 - g-moles/.t- .

-trFrom the two concentrations obtained above, 1.08 x 10 " and

-
0.2I5 x 10 - g-moles/.¿ , one can easily see that the major sources

of carbon dioxide in seawater for methanol systhesis comes from

bicarbonates and carbonates. lfhen carbon dioxide is stripped

out from sea water at 10OoC, the actual CO^ recovered may be
¿

slightly less than the available CO, content (0.0526 cc CQr/cc

sea water) in sea water.

A schematic flow sheet of this process is shown in Fig. 9.

An absorption tower is not needed as compared to previous methods.

eas-Iiguid eguilibrium data is based on the total CO2 content which

includes dissolved CO., non-ion paired bicarbonate and carbonates.¿-
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carbon dioxide can be stripped out from sea water with steam to_
gether with hydrogen as an inert carrier gas. By condensing steam

frorn the outlet gas of the stripperr- onê can eþf¿in a mixture of earbon
dioxide and hydrogen in stoichiometric ratio for methanol synthesis.
Design calculations show that abor¡t 104 :lb¡1tx carbon dioxide can

be stripped from 1.r-3 x lo8 Lb/hr sea water. stripping tower

dimension is smaller than that by method 1 from pure water. Energy

required for co, stripping is conîespondingly smal-Ier which is
carculated to be 0.36 kwh(e) /Lb cH3oH. From the results of
previous methods, one can see that the dÍameter of the stripper
is much greater t:han their corresponding height. The plant may

be sited either on shore or on artificial isrands offshore.

A summary of dimensions and numbers of absorption and

stripping towers reguired, number of pumps and/or compressors

required for nine diff,erent cor-separation processes is given

in Table 2 -

rv. Estimatg: of capita_I tnvestment an4 production costs of
t'tethanol SvntheFis Ssom CO;j

lhe euergi-y reguired for the production of one pound of
carbon dioxide and conseguently one pound of methanor presented
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above is summarized in Table 3. The major energy requirements for

methanol synthesis are from electroly'sis of water and carbon dioxide

separation. The energy required ß2) for catalytic conversion from

carbon dioxide and hydrogen to methanol is 0.0I3 kwh(e),/Ib CH3OH

which is relativety small compared to the energy needed by the

other two unit,s. The energy required for electrolysis of water

is 3.5 kwh/Ib cH3oH(3'33) The production rates of methanol from

three different energy ouÈputs, 1OOO Mv{(e), 3OOO M!,i(e) and 9O0O

M9.I(e)ofcontrorledthermonr:clearreactorsarea1solistedin

Table 3 for the nine different methods of carbon dioxide separa-

tion.

The capit.al investment and production cost of methanol

synthesis with the application of the energy output,s of controlled

thermonuclear reactors for the nine different methods of carbon

dioxide extraction are presented in Tables 4-L2. The costs of

pohrer plants from fusion energy, electrolyzers and the methanol

synti'resis unit are the same for the nine processes because of

their same nature in design and manufacture. The capiLal costs

for power p1ant, electrolyzer and methanol synthesis are obÈained

from references 33, 34, and 35 respectively. The cost of the COZ-

separation unit varies with different methods and a description of

the distribution of the cost items is given in the following.
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Most of the cost evaluation of the equipment is obtained

from reference 16 and references 36 thru 39. Alt the costs pre-

sented in this study are based on Lg74 values. The absorbers,

strippers, pumps and heat exchangers are the major equipment for

methods L-4 and 7-9. Power recovery turbine is added to methods

3-6. For exampre, the cost of the absorption tower is based on

its weight. Carbon steel- is used as the material of the towers

for absorption,/stripping at atmospheric pressure and stainress

steel is used as the material of Èhe towers for absorption,/stripping

at high pressure because of its high allowable tensile st,rength.

The eost of the pumps and compressors was obtained by determining

the capacity, power required and pressure developed. The cost of

the heat exchanger is based on its heat transfer area. In scating

up to a large production plant, ãr exponent of 0.6 is used.(36138140)

An example of the cost distribution of the capital investment for

aoz separation by method 2 Ls given in Tabre 4. Major cost items

in method 5 are the compressors for inlet humid air and dry air

and the beds of ¡nolecular sieves. Because of large quantity of

water to be removed, the weight and cost of molecular sieves are

3.56 x 107 tb and g3.56 x Lo7 for method 5. The major cost of

method 6 is a refrigeration unit for water vapor and is about

$3.7 x 107. 
(37) 

More than 58l/" of, the total cost of capital

investment for methanol manufacture is due to the nuclear pov\,er

plant and elecLxoLyzer
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Distribution of the production cost is also presented in

Tables 5-14. Raw materials are supptied at nil costs. Catalyst

cost is reasonabtry taken to be O.25 cents/gal. Capital charge

which includes amortization, interest and depreciation, is taken

to be lfl" per, annum of the total capital investment. The produc-

tion cost ranges from 10.45 to L7 .22 cents/gal for method g in

Table 13 for three different production rates. The thermal

values are about $1.65 to $2.71 per million Btu which are com-

petit,ive with the cost, of gasoline in the fange of 18-30 cents/

gar.

Fig. II shows the capital investment of methanol synthesis

plant vs. production rate by different methods of extraction of

carbon dioxide from atmosphere and sea water. Because of the

high cost of compression po\^rer, one has to invest more in methods

3-6, I and g. The use of cooling tower as part of the absorption

Unít decreases the dimensions of the absorption and stripping

towers and hence reduces the capital investment. Stripping of

sea water to obtain carbon dioxide is an advantageous method as

a source for methanol synthesis. Since no absorpti-on unit is

required, the capital investment for COr-separation decreases more

than fifty percent as compared to method I of separation from air '

Tabulated unit capital investment of cor-seParation unit for nine

methods is also given in Table 2 '
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Fig. 12 is the production cost of methanol as a function

production rate. The production cost varies with different methods

of carbon dioxide extraction due to the differences in capital

investment and energy requirement for production. Cost,s of adsor-

bents and refrigerants are high and hence the production costs

are 57.20 and 87.96 cents/gallon respectively for methods 5 and

6. On the other hand, absorption and stripping of carbon dioxide

by water offers relatively lower cost at atmospher'ic pressure. In

all cases, productioq eosts decrease with the increase of produc-

tion rates. The lowest attainable cost in the present study

is 10.45 cenÈs/gallon by stripping sea water to obtain carbon

dioxide.

V. Alternate Sources of Carbon Ðioxide for Methgrol Svnthesis

Coal is a conventional source for methanol synthesis.

However, as menLioned previously due to the pol-luted oxidation

products such as sulfur and nitrogen and the hazards in its pro-

duction, it is an undesirable long term fuel. Also the cost of

coal is increasing and it is a non-renewable resource. An alternate

non-fossil fuel source f,ox CO, is limestone. Limestone is avail-

able in most parts of the United States at q cost of about çL.sO/

ton at the mine and can be transported ar¡ray from the mine at a
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cost of about $3,/ton. However, the economics of methanol "0.-
thesis will be examined here.

In the United States lirne is manufactured at about 25

million tons each year generating some 2O million tons of easily

reccverable carbon dioxide with concent,ration of 30 to 40 percent.

Present technology of a lime plant requires an average of about

5 millíon Btu per ton of lime. Modern vertical kilns approach

3.5 million Btu per ton of lime and by new technology, i.e., cata-

lytic calcination, the energy required might drop to about 3 mil-

lion Btu per ton. Capital cost of a lime plant of 500, 000 tons

per year capacity yielding 4OO, OO0 tons of carbon dioxide per

year is about B to lO million dollars.

with this information for carbon dioxide production,

one can calculate the capital investment and production cost

of methanol synthesis by means of CTR power. Instead of using

natural gas as a fuel for the kitn, one can substitute it

directly with CTR thermal energy or hydrogen from water elec-

trolysis. The results are shown in Table L4. Although the

capital investment from the carbon dioxide generation unit

is lower than most ci the methoos discussed above from atmo-

sphere.. the energy requirement for methanol s1.'nthesis is hiqher

{4.44 :..-vih(=},/:-b Cf-Ci{ v¡iti: elect:oi:¡ie h:¡drogen as fuei than

m=::rcC=. I a:: t :l-s=:-'.ss=-:j a:ra,¡.,e , T:ì = 3e3'--:- --s -:l ã 1cv¡e-



production rate for methanol by this Process a.s compared to the

other processes discussed excep|- 7 and g. Adding the cost of

limestone and transportation, one finds that the product,ion cost

of methanol for this process is not the lowest. Furthexmore,

ecologícal problems arise because of the required J-arge mining

operations. The production of methanol frorn sea water or even

air, water and fusion energy appears enviornmentally superior and

economicatly compet,itive .

VI . Proiections of Demand of Methanol in the Year 2O2O

Methanol production in the United States in L97L was esti-

mated to be about L,zoo x 106 g^t/y"^r(6) and is mainly for indus-

trial use such as manufacture of formaldehyde, dimethyl toluene,

acetic acid and possibly for fuel cell and water purification.

The average annual growth rate of methanol manufacturing since

rrlorld war rr is about L3.6%.Ø21 An estimate projection of the

production will be 62O x LOg gaL/year Ln 2O2Q for industrial uses.

Anoiher potential use of methanol is as high-octane addi-

t,ive for unleaded motor fuel. Methanol has a very high Research

Octane Number (blending Value, L33) although its Motor Octane

Number is relatively low (I05) . If methanol can be used as a

gasoline substitute, it can also be used as a substitube for

natural gas and oil for residential, commercial and transportation

purposes such as space heating, air conditioning, cooking, rail
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and sub\^ray, etc. In 1970, L6% of, îJ . S. petroleum and ,r.trrr.t g-=

lorted .G4) with energy independence aimed in theneeded was im1 
,/

country, one has to develop other energy sources to compensate

for this energy reguirement.

Several energy systems have been proposed for U. S. energy

demand and fuel mix in the year zo2o. 
(34'43) 

The only inputs of

the reference system, assuming no fusion por.,,er input; are ï¡lrIR

LMFBR, Ïiydro-power, coal, oil and gas. The energy input mix

used in this reference energy system reflectsr âs far as possible,

the expected growth or decline in each of the input technologies.

The imported energy for crude oil and natural gas for this system

is estimated to be 57 .2 * 1015 B1r^/yr and 9.s6 * lo15 BEr^/'yr respec-

tively. If methanol is used to substitute for these fuels, the
oproduction rate of methanol would be lro43 x lo' gaL/y"ax. This

quantity is based on the assumption that methanol is the only

fuel substitute for oil and natural gas. Combining with industrial

needs described above, the total amount of methanol manufactured

will have to be Lr663 x lo9 gaL/year. rf methanor is produced

from sea water and nuclear fusion processes which requires about

3.9 kwh(e)/tA cH3oH, the total energy needed to produce the quan-

tity of methanol described above will be 6.0 x 106 MtI(e).
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VII. Conclusions

Several conclusions can be derived from the present study:

1. Fusion energy can be applied to the manufacture of metha-

no1 by providing electricity for electrolysis of water and for extrac-

tion of carbon ,clioxide from air or sea water. The CTR synthesis

route for fixat,ion of atmospheric carbon dioxide provides an ecolog-

ically acceptable and renewable souree of liquid hydrocarbon f,r"f.

2. Design and cost estimates indicate feasibility of the

system. Carbon dioxide can be extracted from air by absorption/

stripping wiÈh water, methanol or potassium carbonate solution,

adsorption on molecular sieves and/ox refrigeration. Carbon

dioxide can also be recovered from sea water. The energy required

for carbon dioxide extraction from air ranges from a low value

of 0.35 to a high value of L3.I6 kwh(e),/lb methanol. The energy

required for hydrogen genpration is 3.50 kwh(e)/lb methanol.

The minimum total ener.gy requirement is therefore 3 .86 kwh (e),ztb

methanol. The lowest energy requirement is for the process of

absorption/stripping using ditute KZCO¡ and the highest is for

the pressure (2O atm) absorption,/stripping by water.

3. Because no absorption to\nrers are required, it is found

that separation of carbon dioxide from sea water provides the low-

est unit capital investment of about çLL46/bbl-/day methanol at a

plant capacity of 2L,7OO ]bbL/day. The production cost of methanol

synthesis lies between I0.5 and L7.2 cents,/gallon or $1.65 and
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ç2 .7l,/MMBtu equivalent to 18 to 3O cents /gaLLon of gasoline.

However, the plants must be sited in the vicinity of the oceans.

4. The extraction of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

a1lows a greater degree of freedom for siting the synthetic fuel

plant. Production costs range from ll to 82 cents/gaLLon among

the eight methods of extraction of carbon dioxide from the atmo*

sphere at production rate in Èhe range of 6,340 to l93,OOO bbl,/day.

The process of absorption,/stripping of air by K,CO, solution indi-

cates the lowest production cost and lies between S1.73 and $2.89/

MMBtu which is economicalty competitive with gasoline in the range

of 19 to 33 cents/gaLLon.

5. ToÈal capital investment is found to be in the range

of $453 mLllions to $2950 millions for methanol production using

air or sea water as the resource for carbon dioxide and a nuclear

poh,er plant capacity of I00O ¡{vr(e) to gbOO¡tw(e) . The unit capital

investment in the CO, separation plant. ranges from $1146 to

$40, 000,/bbL/ðay. The lowest unit capital investment is the

process of extraction of carbon dioxide from sea water whereas the

highest unit capital investment is the process of separation of

water and carbon dioxide from air by refrigeration. Over 59% of

the capital i.nvestment is attributed to the po\^rer plant and elec-

trolyzer. Hence, the capital investment is strongly controlled

by the nuclear po\¡rer plant (CfR) .
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6. Limestone has also been investigated as a source for

carbon dioxide. However, the material and transportation costs

make the methanol produced more expensive than the corresponding

methods from sea water or air.

7. Projections of U. S. methanol requirement in the year

2O2O is in the order of 1r 663 billions gallons per year requiring

6 million MI'f (e) of CTR power for industrial, residential, commer-

cial and transportatÍon use when oil and natural gas are no }onger

available.

8. The present tecl¡nologies of methanol synthesis can

be conjuncted with other kinds of nuclear fission reactors in
addition to controlled thermonuclear fussion reactor egually well.
with the existing technolow of nuclear fission reactor, the

economics of the present technigue may eventuarry rook promising.
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Table I

SOLUBIIJIXV DATA O¡' CARBON DIOXIDE IN VARIOUS SOIJVENTS E(PRESS4n IN DIFFERENT UNITS

Concentratlon

co2+r2o (25oc)

co2-c[r3oH

(-62.2oc, 2o atrn)

coz - K2CO3

(o "olN, zsoc)

CO2-Sea Ï{ater

Qé g¡¡ chlorf.ne, zsoc)
(dissolved CO, only)

COz : sea water2

I
È{
I

y = 1.64x103x

y = O"4I3x

81. oxlo-6x2t=æ

Y = 1.85x103x

Iuolum. of non-ion paired Co2 in solution in eqrrilibrium with air at I atm and 25oc (sTP) .
cc CO2 gas (STP),/cc liquid.

" 
/ct liquio.

'Total CO2 in sea water, including dissolved and non-ion paired carbonate and bicarbonate.

Note¡ Co = concentration of CO2 in gas phase in moLes,/{,
CZ = "on.entration of, Cß2 in liquid phase in moles,/{,

i:i:i:Ï}":Ïï":::å'.?iiT':iã;H::inatm.
y = mole fraction of Co2 ín gas phaee

p = 29.5C,

p = 0.339c¿

ar . o*ro-dcl
P = 

--6:-2-

p = 33.3C,

", 
= I,2LCL

an - o.oLgc¿

c = ¡::"r3--u"r1-
9 2s*10-u -" ,'

c = 1.36cSL

_¿.2.98xl0'

-)2.01x10 -

0.11

-¿.2.64xI0 '

5 .26xlo-2



Table 2

uNrT cAPrrAL IN1¡ESTMENT FOR DTFFEREITT CO2-SEPAR.ATTON PROCESSES

Summary of Dimensions and Number of Absorpt,ion and Stripping Towers Reguired
and

, Number of pumps and/ot Compressors Required

No. Process

I
A
OJ
I

HrO absorptíotV
stripping (atm
pressure)

H2o absorption/
stripping (atm
pressure) with
coqling tovrer

H2O absorption/
stripping (20 atm)

Methanol absorption,/
stripping (20 atm,
-80"F)

H"O adsorption on
méIecular síeves,
CO, refrigeration

H2O refrigera-
tion, Co2
refrigeration

TotaI
CH3on

Production
(bbl.,zday)

18,600

Dimensions
of absorption
strippíng towers
(ft Díameter x ft

19,700 395x30

6,342 22OxL7

403x48

Nu¡riber of,
To{^rers (Rbsorp-

ùion and
Heiqht) strinr¡inq)

7,72L 1I9x7

9,2OO

6, 600

Nu¡nber of Unit
pumps and/ CaPítaI

or compres- Investment
sers 

-ÊbÞL/-lv 
,

Volume of MolecuLar
Sieve Beds
t.5gx1o6 gt3

60

540 4,282

60

540 2,920

60

5Og 25,2OO

SO7 24,OOO

139

23L

25,7OO

40,0oo



No. Process

I'è
\o
I

Aqueous K2CO3

absorption,/ 2I ,4OA
stripping (atm
pressure )

H20 and CO2 adsorpt|ön/
desorption from molecu- 8r 700
Iar sieves

8.

TotaI
CH3OH

Production
(bbI,/day)

TabLe 2 (Continued)

9. Strípping of 2L,7OO
sea water (1 atm)

Dimensions
of, absorption
stripping tohters

L22x2L

Volume of lvlolecular
Sieve Beds
r.75xro6 ft3 for
H2O adsorption,
ele¿xro4 ft3 for
Co, adsorpbion/
deÉorption

L4Ox22

Number of
Tqrers (Àbsorp-

tion and

Nu¡ûber of Unit
pumps and/ Capital

or compres- Investment

60 60

95

30

2, o82

14,460

30 1,L46



Table 3

SUMMÀRY OF ENERGY REOUIREMENT AND PRODUCTION PåTES FOR METIÍANOL SYNTHESIS
USING VARIOUS CO2-SEPÀRÀTrON I{EÍHODS

Energy Required for Electrolysiø of Water = 3.50 kwh(e)/Ib CH.OH
(8O% efficient celle) r

Total
Energy for energy for 'Methanol capacity in
CO2 sept'n CH3OH synth. I000's bbl,/day
kwh (e),21b kwh (e),/lb for CTR power }evels

I(¡
o

¡

No Method of Co^-Separation CH-oH CH-OH 100014w(el 3OOOM!{(e} goooMÍIlel

I. H20 absorption,/stripping 1.00 4.5O 19.6 55.a
I

(¡
o
I

(atm. pressure)
2. H2Oabsorption,/stripping

with cooling tower
3. H20absorption,/strippíng

(20 arm.)

4. Methanol absorption,/
stripping (20 atm.-8OoF)

5. H20 adsorption on
¡nolecular síeves,
CO, refrigeration

6. H20 refrigeration,
CO, refrigeration

7. Aqueous K2CO3 absorption,/
stripping (atm,pressure)

8. Il20 and CO2 adsorptíon,/
desorption from molecular
sievee

9. Stripping of sea water
(atm.pressure)

0 .78

9 .66

7 .31

7 .2L

4,28 t9.7

1,3 .16 6.3

I0 .81 7 .7

9. L4

0.40

6. r0

o .36

I0.7r 9.2

L2 .64 6.6

3 .90 2L.4

59. r

19 .0

23.2

27.6

19.8

167 .3

L77 .O

57 .0

69 .5

s2.7

59.4

% of total energy
reguired for HrO

e lectrolysis-

9.60 8 .7

3 .8 6 2L,7

78

82

64.2

26.O

65 .0

27

32

193.O

78.0

195 ,0

33

28

34

9I



' Table 4

CTR-M THANOI, SY¡iITITES IS
DISTRIBUTTON OF CAPITAI, INVESTMENT FOR THE CO^ SEPAR.ATIONz

FROM AIR UNIT

Proces.s No. 2

Water Absorption/Sttipping with Part
of CO, Absorbed in Cooling Towers

¿

Production Rate = I0r'00O lb,/hr CO^
¿

I
(n
ts
I

Absorption and stripping Toh,ers

Pumps

fower Fackings

Heat Exchanger

Other (piping, etc.)

Process Equipment

A six-tenth factor is used to scale up to larger size plants.

åI.'
0.4

o.2

3.2

3.3

0'1
7.2Total



Table 5

CAPITAL INVESTMENT A¡ID PRODUCTION
FRO¡4 AIR, üTATER AND

CO. is Obtained by Àbsorption,/Stripping of
¿

Process No.

Capacitv

bbI,/day
MvI (e) CH^OH

10oo l8,600
3000 55,800

9000 167,300
I

LN
N)
I

Power Plant
$/kw

350

285

225

Capacitv

bbl/day
Mw(e) cH^oH

to00 18,600

3000 55,800

9000 167,300

Electrolyzer
$/xw

2A.5

22.9

18 .4

COST OF METHÀNOI. SYNTHESIS
FUSION ENERGY

Air by l{ater at Atmospheric pressure

I

Capital Inveetment,

Raw Material+

o

0

0

Power Plant
Electrolyzer

( ç to6)

378

924

2, L64

Catalvst

o.25

o.25

o.25

coz-
separat,ion
$.b!/day

4,29O

2,760

1,700

Productíon Cost é/qaL.

Operating &

Maintenance

0.53

0.4r
o .31

Methanol
Synthesis
Ç/b,b]-/day

2,4OO

I, 558

L, O27

CO2-CH3OH
total
(st06) -

L24

24L

456

Capital
charge

2I.42
16.s6

L2.43

TotaI
capita I
($to6)

502

I, 165

2,620

Total

22.2

L7.22

13 .00

Thermal value
ç,/¡4¡,lBTU

3 .50

2.7L

2,O9



Capacitv

Tabl-e 6

CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COST OF CH^OH SYNTHESIS

, 
FROM CO2, HzO AND NUCLEAR FUSTONT

CO^ is Obtained from Cooling Tower, Absorption,/Stripping Toh,era¿-
Process No. 2

I(¡
(¡,
I

ïw(e)

1000

3000

9000

bbl/ðay
CH-OH

19, 700

59, ro0

177,000

Power Plant
$/kw

350

285

225

Capacitv

bbl/day
MW(e) CH-OH

looo t9,7oo
3o0o 59,100

9000 177,000

' Power Plant
Electrolyzer Electrolyzer

Ç /l¡w (S 106)

Capital Investment

28.5

22.9

18,4

Raw Material

0

0

o

378

924

2,L64

COZ- Methanol
separatíon Synthesís
î/bb /day Ê/bb]-/day

CataLvst

o.25

o,25

o.25

Operating & Capítal
Maintenance charge

0.48 19.33

0.37 15 . 13

o .29 11.43

2r92O

1r87'7

L,2L4

2, 300

l,570
960

CO2-CH3OII Total
total capital
($ 106) ($ roo)

LO2

203

385

tqtal
20.06

15 .76

It .96

480

L,L27

2,549

Thernal value
$/¡t¡¿ssu

: 3.16

2.48

r.89



Capacity

bbI,/day
¡tw ( e) CH^OH

1000 6,342

3000 19,000

9000 57, o00

Tab1e 7

CAPITAL TNVESTMENT AND PRODUCTION COST OT METHANOT SYNTITESIS
FROM AIR, WATER AND FUSION ENERGY

CO. is Obtained by Absorption,/S'tripping
¿

Process No.

I(¡
è
I

Power P1ant
$/xw

350

285

225

Capacitv

bbI/day
ttw ( e) cH^OH

looo 6,342

3000 19,000

9000 57, o00

Electrolyzer
$/Yw

28.5

22.9

18.4

of
3

Raw Material

0

0

0

Power Plant
Electrolyzer

( $ 106)

378

924

2, L64

Ai.r by Vüater at High Pressure

Operating o Capital
Catalyst Maintsgg chatge

o,25 1.76 70 .2

o,25 1.33 53.34

o .25 0 .59 39 .69

co2-
separatíon
Ç/bb]/daY

25,2OO

16,200

I0,500

tlethanol
Synthesis
$ /blt]/day

3,725

2,4OO

L,547

CO2-CH3OH
total
($106)

r83

353

6A7

Total
capital
(t r06)

56r

L,277

2,85L

Total

74.46

54.92

40.53

Thermal value
$/¡,1¡¿stu

Lt.7'1

8.68

6.4r



Capacitv

bbl'/daY
l.{I{ ( e) CH^OH

10oo 7,72L

3000 23,2OO

90oo 691 500

Table I

CAPITAL INVESTMENT AÀTD PRODT'CTION COST OE' METITANOL SYNTI¡ESIS
rRoM AIR, WATER A![D NUCTEAR FUSION ENERcy

CO, is Obtained by Absorption,/Stripping of Air by Methanol
- aÈ Hígh Pressure and Lol^¡ Temperature

Process No. 4

I
ul
ul
I

Power Plant
$/kw

350

285

225

Capacity

bb1,/day
¡qn (e) cH^oH

1000 7,72L
3o0o 23,2oo

9000 69,500

Electrolyzer
$ /x"t

28 .5

22.9

18.4

Capital Investment

Raw Material

Poh,er Pl.ant
Electrolyzer

( I 106)

378

924

2, L64

0

0

0

Catalyst

a.25

o.25

o.25

Co2-
separatíon
$/bltl/daY

24 rOOO

15,400

9r gl0

Operating &
l'!aintenanee

L,52

1 .1¿¡

o.84

Methanol
Synthesis
$/bbl,/day

3;443

2,2L7

1,430

CO2-CH3oH
total
(s 109)

2L2

409

788

Capital
çharge

60.65

45.60

33.7r

Total
capita I
(9 r06)

590

I,333
2,952

Total

62.42

46.99

34 .8

Thermal value
$/¡¡Msru

9 .83

7 .4L

5.48



Table 9

CAPITAL INVESTMENT ANÐ PRODUCTION COST OF METTIANOL SYNTHESIS
FROM AIR, WATER AND NUCLEAR FUSION ENERGY

CO2 is Obtained by Refrígeration of Dry Air
which is Re¡noved by Adsorption on Molecular Sieves

Process No. 5

ut{ (e) cH-oH

I
(tl
oì

I

1000 9,2OO

3000 27,600

9000 82,7OO

bbllday Por.rer Plant

350

285

225

Capacit,v

bbI/day
MW(e) CH^OH

1000 9,200

3000 27,600

9OOO 82,7O0

Power Plant
Electrolyzer Electrolyzer

Ç/xw (Sroo)

28 .5

22.9

18 .4

Raw Material

0

0

o

378

924

2, L64

COZ- Methanol
separation Synthesis
Ç/bbL/dav $/bb]/dav

Catalyst

o.25

0 .25

o,25

Production cost é/saL.

25,7AO

13,300

6,880

Operating e
Ivlaintenance

1 .39

o,97

0 .68

3,zLO

2, 069

1,334

CO2-CH3OH TotaI
total capital
($,106) ($ 106)

Capital
qharge

55 .56

38.76

27 ,28

266

424

679

TotaI

57 .20

39.9S

2A.2L

644

I,348
2,943

Thermal value
$/t'lYstu

9.L2

6 .38

4.50



Capacitv

bb1,/day
M!{ (e) clt-OH

1000 6,600

3000 19,800

9000 59,400

Tab1e 10

CAPITAL INVESTMEMT AND PRODUCTION COST OF METHANOL SYNTHESIS
FROM ATR, hIATER AND FUSION ENÈRGY

co, is obtained by Refrigeration of Dry Air which is obtained- by Removal of Water by Refrigeration
Process li¡o. 6

Capital Investment,

I
ut\¡
I

Power Plant
$/kw

350

285

225

Capacitv

bbl/day
t'tw (e) CH_OH

Io00 6,600

3000 19,800

9000 59,400

Elect.rolyzer
$,/xw

28 .5

22.9

L8 .4

Raw Material

o

o

o

Power Plant,
Electrolyzer

( $ roo)

378

924

2,164

Catalvst_

o.25

o.25

0 .25

coz-
separation
Ê_þava"v_

40,000

2I,000

11,000

Production Cost d/aal,.

Operating &
Maintenance

I .99

I .38

o.97

Methanol
Synthesia
Ç/bn.L/dav

3,300

2,LsO

1,400

Co2-CIt3OH
total
($ 106)

285

458

736

Capital
charge

79,72

55 .39

38.74

Total
capita I
($ roo)

663

r,392

2,90O

Total

81 .96

57 ,A2

39 .96

Thermal value
$/t'ü4Bru

L2,96

9 .01

6.32



. Table 11

CÀPITAL INVESTMEIüT AND PRODUCTION COST OF METHÀNOL SYNTHESIS
FROM AIR, WATER AND NUCLEAR FUSION ENERGY

co, is obtained by Absorption,/stripping of Air with K2cog sorution
Process No. 7

Capacitv

bbI/day
t'{t{(e) CH-OH

I0o0 2L,4OO

3000 64,2OO

9OO0 I93,000

Iu
æ
I

Po$rer Plant
Ç/kw

350

285

225

Capacitv

bbI/day
Ml{ (e) SH-OH

1000 2l,4oo
3000 64,200

9000 193,000

Electrolyzer
$/xw

28.5

22,9

18.4

Capital Investment,

Raw
Material

Power Plant
Electrolyzer

( I 106)

378

924

2, L64

0

0

0

52+9.3-

0 .12

0 .12

0 .12

coz-
separation
Ç/bbL/day

2, Og2

l_, 341

863

Catalyst

0 .2s

o .2'5

o .25

Methanol
Synthes is
Ç/br.L/da,y

2,29o
lr 4g0

970

Operating c
Maintenance

o.44

0 .34

o.26

CO2-CH3OH
total
($ 106)

94

181

353

Capltal
charqe

17 .50

13 .66

10.35

TotaI
capita I
(9 106)

472

r, r05

2,5L7

Total

18.3r
L4.37

I0.98

Thermal value
$/!,tl'IBTU

2.89

2.27

I.73



Table 1.2

CAPITAL TNVESTMENT ANÐ PRODUCTION COST OF CH3OH SYNTHESIS
FROM CO2, H2O AND NUCLEAR FUSION EÀrERGy

CO, is Obtained by Absorption,/Desorption from Air by Mol-ecular Sieves
Process No. I

CapacitV

bbI,/day
r¡!{ ( e) cH^oH

1000 8,700

3000 26,000

9000 78,000

I
ul
ro
I

Power Plant
$/kw

350

285

225

Capacítv

bbl/day
MvI ( e) çH^OH

1000 8,700

3000 26,000

9000 78,000

Electrolyzer
$/Yw

28,5

22.9

t8 .4

Capital InvesÈment

Raw Material

0

0

0

Power Plant,
Electrolyzer

( $ 106)

378

924

2 rL64

Catalvst

0 .25

o,25

o .25

coz-
separatíon
Ç/l>r.L/day

12,000

5, BO0

2,8OO

Productíon Cost C/caL.

Operating &
Maintenange

L.t7
o .86

o .63

Methanol-
Synthes is
$,/bbI,/day

3,300

2, IOO

r, 390

Capital
charqe

46,6r
34.46

25.23

CO2-CH3OH
total
($ 106)

133

205

326

Total
capita I
(9106)

5lt
L,L2g

2,49O

Total

48 .03

35 .57

26.21

Thermal value
S/M¡4BTU

7 .58

5,62

4.L4



Capacity

bbl,/day
¡.$¡ ( e) CH^OH

r0oo 2L,7oo

3000 65,000

9000 195,000

Table 13

CAPITAL INVESTMENI AND PRODUCTION COST OF CII3OH SYNTHESIS
FROM CO2, H20 AND NttCr,EAR. TUSION

CO, is Obtained by StrippÍng from Sea vùater

Process No. 9

I

Or
O
I

Power Plant
$/rw

Capacity

bbl/day
r'wI (e) CH^OH

1000 2L,7OO

3ooo 65,000

9000 195,000

350

2A5

225

Electrolyzer
$ /xw

--l

28.5

22.9

l8 .4

Capital Investment

Raw MateríaI

Power Plant,
Electrolyzer

( ç to6)

378

924

2 ,1"64

0

o

o

Operat,ing a Capital
Catalyst Maintenance charge

o.25 0.4r 16.56

o .25 0 .32 13 .05

o .25 0 .25 9.95

coz-
separation
Ç/bbl/day

L,L46

738

4BO

Methanol
Synthes ls
Ç/bbL/dav

2r 3OO

1, 500

970

CO2-CH3OH
total
($ 106)

75

L45

2A3

Total
eapita I
(9 106)

453

1r 069

2,447

Tot,aI

L7.22

13.84

10.45

Thermal value
$/¡l¡leru

2,79

2.L4

1 .65



Capacitv

bbl,/day Pohter Plant
MW(e) CL"OH $/tw

1000 22,4OO 350

3000 6t,000 285

9000 201,000 225

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
FROM CO2, H20

co, is

I
Ol
F
I

Tab1e 14

A¡tD PRoDUCTTON COSÍ OF Cft3oH SYNTHESIS
AND NUCLEAR FUSION (CTR) PO},¡ER

Obtained from Lime plant

Capacitv

1000 22,4oa

3000 67, I00

9000 201,000

bbI,/day
CH^OH

Electrolyzer
, Ç/xw

2A,5

22.9

18.4

Capital Investment

Raw
Material

1.5

1.5

r.5

Pohre.r Plant
Electrolyzer

( $ ro6)

378

924

2, L64

Trane-
portation

3.0

3.0

3.0

CO2-
separation
$/bb]-/da.v

Production Cost é/ca]-,

700

453

292

catêlvst

0 .25

o.25

0.25

Methanol
Synthes is
$/b,c.L/dav

2r248

r,45o
934

Operating & CaPital
Main9enance charqe,

Co2-CH3OH
totaL
($ roq)

0 .39

0.31

o,24

Total
capita I
(l roo¡

444

L, o52

2,4IO

66

I28

246

t5.73
12.44

9.52

Tqtal

20.37

17.00

14.01

Thermal value
$/¡l¡'letu

3.2e

2,69

2.2L
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